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ABSTRACT  
Embodiment in extended reality (XR) involves controlling 
and feeling as though a virtual avatar is one’s own biological 
body. Such embodiment can have unique effects on user 
perception, attitudes, and behaviour. An effect which has 
received considerable research interest is increased user 
engagement, with studies supporting the use of head-
mounted devices and full-body tracking in virtual reality 
(VR) to enhance engagement. However, there is a lack of 
studies in mobile augmented reality (MAR) which is more 
accessible but offers limited display and tracking 
capabilities. This study aims to investigate if embodiment 
and its effects on user engagement can be replicated in MAR. 
Twenty-four participants took part in an online remote study 
where they were asked to listen to a ~5-minute snippet of 
Martin Luther King Jr.’s ‘I Have a Dream’ speech while 
either viewing a static image of the scene, or while 
embodying an audience member through a MAR face filter. 
Results found that participants reported an embodied 
experience - feeling ownership, control, and collocation with 
their virtual body in MAR. As compared to controls, 
participants who used the MAR face filter also scored better 
on a quiz about the speech, were more curious, expressed 
greater follow-up intention, and were more likely to click on 
a link to find out more information at the end of the study. 
Embodiment also positively predicted clicks and quiz scores. 
Taken together, findings provide preliminary support for 
MAR as a valuable means of achieving embodiment and its 
effects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Developments in the past decades have paved the way for a 
host of technologies that can simulate, modify, or augment 
our physical and virtual environments. These technologies 
have been termed extended reality (XR), an umbrella term 
that encompasses virtual reality (VR), augmented reality 
(AR), and mixed reality (MR) [67].  

Among these, mobile augmented reality (MAR) in particular 
has attracted recent interest from both businesses and 
academic researchers due to its ease of accessibility through 
smartphones and mobile devices [24]. This has been made 
possible by advances in both hardware and software such as 
mobile processing, embedded cameras and sensors, network 
communications, interaction techniques,  and computer 
vision (e.g., [109,111–113,121]). With a global smartphone 
penetration rate of over 78 percent in 2020, this means over 
6 billion users [102] potentially have access to some form of 
MAR.  

A wide range of applications have been adopted for MAR, 
including but not limited to education, healthcare, 
entertainment, and personal assistance (for a comprehensive 
review, see [24,110]). More recently, researchers have begun 
to recognise the potential of MAR to enhance the user 
experience and engagement; often in a bid to influence user 
behaviour towards commercial or business interests (e.g., 
[26,34,80,88]).  

However, there is a lack of evaluative studies with regards to 
MAR and user engagement. Some exploratory studies exist 
in literature and have found mixed results: while users are 
attracted to the potential benefits and novelty of MAR 
experiences, they are also disappointed by irrelevant content, 
lack of integration, and technical issues [26,81].  

Furthermore, factors that might enhance user engagement are 
also relatively unknown. A small number of studies 
conducted in VR provide support for embodiment as a 
possible contributing factor. In a study by Slater et al. [100], 
participants who embodied a VR first person perspective of 
Lenin giving a speech were more engaged and likely to look 
up information about the event as compared to controls who 
observed the speech from a third person perspective. This 
was supported by Steed et al. [105] in a different VR 
experience about the Syrian refugee crisis. Compared to 
participants with no virtual body, participants who controlled 
a virtual avatar of a refugee in the scenario were more likely 
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to click on a link at the end of the experiment to find out more 
information about the crisis. 

The present study aimed to investigate if the above findings 
in VR can be empirically replicated in MAR, which presents 
its own unique opportunities and constraints.  

Firstly, front-facing or ‘selfie’ cameras have become 
commonplace on smartphones and mobile devices [96], 
allowing for integrated face/head tracking without the need 
for additional equipment. This has led to apps such as face 
filters which overlay visual content on users’ faces. Face 
filters have received widespread popularity and adoption: 
Snapchat’s rapid growth to nearly 300 million users in 2021 
[103] has been attributed to face filters [13]. Other social 
media apps like Facebook, Instagram, and Tiktok have also 
implemented face filters for their hundreds of millions of 
users [37,104]. In contrast, VR is less accessible, currently 
requiring more costly and dedicated equipment. 

Secondly, in MAR, the nature of face filters means that users 
are constantly and dynamically viewing an image of 
themselves, akin to looking into a mirror. This is 
advantageous for embodiment research that utilises visuo-
motor synchrony to create the illusion that users are 
controlling the virtual body [55,70]. In MAR, this effect can 
be induced in a more natural manner, without removing 
participants from the virtual experience. In contrast, VR 
embodiment studies typically require introducing a virtual 
mirror into the scenario, which may be difficult to justify 
narratively (e.g., presence of a mirror in a city square while 
Lenin is giving a speech), or require an artificial embodiment 
process (e.g., placing participants in front of a mirror and 
asking them to perform gestures before the ‘main’ scenario - 
[100]). 

However, use of smartphones means that MAR cannot 
achieve the sophistication of VR embodiment which utilises 
additional equipment that allow for full-body tracking or a 
head-mounted  360°  visual display (e.g., [6]). 

Hence, the present study set out to examine the extent to 
which embodiment and its effects on user engagement can 
be achieved given these opportunities and constraints in 
MAR.  

This study and AR application was designed with input from 
industry partners at the British Broadcasting Corporation 
(BBC) User Experience and Design (UX&D) team. The 
BBC is a public service broadcaster that aims to be 
independent and impartial, providing experiences that are 
wholesome, healthy and beneficial to public interests.  

At the time of writing, there is a large public conversation 
around civil rights and social justice, spawned by Black 
Lives Matter (BLM), one of the largest movements in U.S. 
history [20]. Hence, American civil rights activist Martin 
Luther King Jr.’s 1963 ‘I Have a Dream’ speech was chosen 
as the scenario of interest. Participants were asked to listen 
to a ~5-minute snippet of the speech while either viewing a 

static image of the scene, or while embodying an audience 
member through a MAR face filter.  

Data was collected remotely through an online experiment 
using a web app. Results found that participants reported an 
embodied experience through ownership, control, and 
feeling collocated with their virtual body in MAR. As 
compared to controls, participants who used the MAR face 
filter also scored better on a quiz about the speech, were more 
curious, expressed greater follow-up intention, and were 
more likely to click on a link to find out more information at 
the end of the study. Embodiment also positively predicted 
clicks and quiz scores. The findings demonstrate that 
embodiment can be achieved in MAR, and that embodiment 
in MAR can enhance user engagement.  
2. BACKGROUND RESEARCH  
The following section presents a broad overview of literature 
related to the rationale and research questions addressed in 
the present study. Important decisions and findings relating 
to AR, engagement, and embodiment are discussed. 

Augmented Reality  

Definition & Disambiguation 
Multiple definitions of AR currently exist in literature. It 
broadly involves overlaying digitally generated information 
with the physical real-world environment [22,57,81]. Some 
researchers such as Azuma et al. [3] have presented narrower 
definitions of AR which involve specific criteria such as: (i) 
combination of real and virtual; (ii) real-time interactivity; 
and (iii) 3D registration of objects (see also [47,54,121]). 

While there is a lack of consensus on the definition and 
differentiation between different XR technologies, Milgram 
and Kishino’s Reality-Virtuality Continuum [71] remains 
one of the most widely adopted taxonomies in HCI literature 
[101] to understand differences in AR, MR, and VR. As seen 
in Figure 1, the real and virtual environment represent the 
two extremes of the scale. The space between them is called 
mixed reality (MR), which consists of augmented reality 
(AR) and augmented virtuality (AV). The difference 
between AR and AV is the degree of real-world or virtual 
elements. Based on this taxonomy, virtual reality (VR) is not 
part of MR and sits squarely on the extreme right of the 
continuum as a completely virtual space.  

 
Figure 1. Reality-Virtuality Continuum by Milgram and 

Kishino. Image by Russell Freeman. [Public domain], via 
Wikimedia Commons [38].  

The lack of consensus and consistency in XR terminology is 
present not just in academia, but also within the industry. For 
instance product launches such as Windows Mixed Reality, 
which involves a completely digital world, have been 
mislabelled as MR instead of VR [29]. 
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As technologies evolve to generate new and more 
sophisticated realities, there is a need for researchers to 
continue to be revising and expanding on the reality-
virtuality taxonomy [34,35]. For instance, new ‘mediality’ 
and ‘sensory’ dimensions have been proposed to be added to 
account for technologies that not only superimpose 
information but also modify reality (e.g., by altering sensory 
inputs) [52,67].  

Mobile Augmented Reality 
AR can be achieved through a wide range of displays, input 
devices, tracking sensors, and computing software [22,110]. 
While mobile augmented reality (MAR) refers to AR 
accessed with any mobile device such as smart glasses, 
tablets, and laptops, the smartphone has become the 
predominant platform for MAR systems [24].  

This paper focuses specifically on MAR due to its unique 
characteristics and potential.  

As discussed earlier, MAR is receiving widespread interest 
from academia and industry due to its potential reach to 
billions of current smartphone users. MAR developers and 
researchers may also benefit from low barriers to entry, with 
relatively lower equipment and app development costs [39].  

From the user’s point of view, MAR is portable and easily 
accessible regardless of time and space through current 
smartphones. Along with context-aware capabilities, MAR 
can be applied to a wide diversity of day-to-day use-cases 
such as navigation, learning and entertainment [24,110]. 
Many authors have commented on MAR’s potential in 
ubiquitous computing [114], where “the world becomes the 
user interface” [63,115] through seamless and constant 
access to digital information. Smartphone MAR may also 
benefit from higher social acceptance as compared to other 
XR technologies [25].  

The main drawback of MAR concerns its smaller display, as 
well as limited computing and tracking capabilities [24,83]. 
While there is a lack of research comparing MAR vs. other 
XR technologies, it is possible that for the above reasons, 
MAR may be more limited in producing desired effects such 
as embodiment and engagement.  

This project adds to current literature by assessing the 
potential to leverage MAR for embodiment and engagement. 
Engagement 
Engagement has been studied in a wide range of disciplines, 
leading to distinct conceptual approaches. For instance,  civic 
engagement [72] has roots in sociology, state engagement 
[90] in political science, student engagement [19] in 
educational psychology, and employee [23] or stakeholder 
engagement [78] in organisational management. 

The current paper examines user engagement in a Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) context i.e., users interacting 
with AR technology. User engagement has been termed “an 
essential human response to computer-mediated activities” 
[61] and is a major theme in the design of content, products, 

and systems. However, even within HCI, diverse 
interpretations of engagement exist and major gaps remain in 
its conceptualisation, abstraction and measurement [30]. 
Given these vast disparities, researchers have highlighted the 
need to clearly articulate what engagement means in each 
study.  

Definition & Measurement 
In a recent systematic review, Doherty & Doherty [30] found 
102 definitions of engagement across 351 articles in HCI 
literature.  

Definitions varied along cognitive, emotional and 
behavioural components. Cognitive approaches typically 
focused on factors such as effort and attention (e.g., 
[50,106]), emotional approaches on affect and arousal (e.g.,  
[16,60]), and behavioural approaches on physical movement 
and action (e.g., [2,10]). Definitions also differed on whether 
it is a stable trait [7,95], a variable state [12,28], or a process 
of change [79]. 

Given the vast disparities and complex nature of the 
engagement, Doherty & Doherty [30] recommend that future 
studies adopt a multifaceted approach, analysing both 
subjective and objective measures to generate actionable 
insights that support iteration of design. The authors also 
argue that researchers should focus less on what engagement 
is, and more on the value it offers. The present study adopts 
all the above recommendations. 

The definition a study adopts should therefore be heavily 
reliant on the context, and tailored to the motivations and 
goals of the individual system. For instance, a commercial 
video game might consider enjoyment, flow and narrative 
[17] with the aim of increasing player sales, while a public 
information display may be more concerned with aspects 
such as control and learning [73,74]. This focus on value and 
outcomes is also common in applied or commercial research, 
where the goal is to drive customer behaviour (e.g., 
conversion rates) towards business objectives such as sales 
and profitability [11,18,31], instead of seeking to formulate 
or explain underlying theory. 

In the present study, the adopted definition is based on prior 
research specifically examining embodiment and 
engagement in VR [100,105]. User engagement in this 
context was largely defined and operationalised based on 
behavioural outcomes i.e. whether users follow-up by 
clicking on a link after the study.  

Related Factors 
A wide range of factors have been investigated in literature 
among researchers who seek to design better systems and 
enhance user engagement. These include factors such as 
novelty, interactivity, usability, and usefulness [79]. 

However, due to the lack of consensus regarding the 
definition and operationalisation of engagement, literature 
about related factors is consequently also fragmented. For 
instance, Ksiazek et al. [59] defined interactivity as part of 
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engagement, while Cano et al. [21] found interactivity as a 
distinct factor which has effects on engagement.  

Furthermore, there is a lack of empirical or evaluative 
evidence regarding how these factors relate to each other, 
and their implications for design [11,30]. Many studies 
currently examine the theoretical groundings and 
frameworks of engagement through purely exploratory and 
qualitative methods (e.g., [79,117]). 

The current project attempts to address the above gaps 
through an empirical study. The particular factor of interest 
in this study is embodiment, which is unique to XR 
technologies and a growing area of interest.  

Embodiment 
It is important to clarify the term ‘embodiment’ as it has been 
used to refer to vastly different concepts depending on the 
context and discipline [33]. It generally refers to theories 
about how our physical bodies and environment shape 
cognition and behaviour [68]. Within HCI, several usages 
exist [1]; for instance, to refer to spatial [62], on-body (e.g., 
skin [44]) or kinaesthetic (e.g., gestures [53]) interactions, as 
well as tangible interfaces and wearable technology [35,36]. 

In this paper, we discuss embodiment in relation to XR, 
where a large body of literature has been devoted to 
examining the unique capability of XR technology to allow 
users to inhabit and control a virtual avatar. Specifically, 
embodiment (towards a body X) has been defined by Kilteni 
et al. as “the sense that emerges when X’s properties are 
processed as if they were the properties of one’s own 
biological body” [55]. 

The embodiment illusion can be induced using cross-modal 
multisensory stimulation of both real and virtual bodies. VR 
studies typically involve asking participants to observe 
themselves in a virtual mirror, while providing synchronous 
visuo-motor (e.g., performing a gesture and seeing the virtual 
body move correspondingly [85]) or visuo-tactile feedback 
(e.g., seeing the virtual body touch a ball and feeling the 
same sensation in real-life [58]).   

Research in embodiment is relatively young, but there is 
active interest in the field to grow our understanding of the 
subject. Early research by Longo et al. [65] adopted a 
psychometric approach to further examine embodiment and 
found three subcomponents through principal components 
analysis: (i) body ownership, the extent the virtual body is 
experienced as user’s own body; (ii) agency, the extent the 
actions of the virtual body are perceived as from oneself; and 
(iii) location, the extent users feel they are co-located in the 
same place as the virtual body. Subsequently, Slater [98] 
proposed a fourth component, plausibility, which is the 
extent that events depicted in XR are realistically occurring. 
However, this has yet to be accepted by all researchers. 

Recent research has started to focus on the triggers, 
conditions and boundaries of embodiment (for a 
comprehensive review see [56]). For instance, researchers 

have found that temporal delays of greater than 300ms [97] 
or sensory feedback greater than 30cm from the body [64] 
may reduce the ownership illusion.  

One particular factor of interest to this study is perspective. 
Previous VR studies have typically induced embodiment 
through the first person perspective (1PP) using head-
mounted displays where the real body is entirely obscured 
from vision. Whether embodiment can be induced from other 
perspectives remains contentious: some researchers have 
found that 1PP is critical for inducing embodiment 
[15,70,86] while others have found that it is achievable, but 
to a lower degree in the third person perspective (3PP)  
[27,27,87]. The current study seeks to examine if 
embodiment can be achieved in MAR with its unique mirror 
perspective, smaller display, and limited tracking. 
Effects and Applications 
Different effects of embodiment on perception, attitudes and 
behaviour have been examined. Early studies tended to focus 
on embodying a specific other. For instance, adults 
embodying a smaller child body led to perspective 
distortions and overestimatings object size [108]; White 
people embodying a dark-skinned body led to lowered 
implicit racial bias [5,85]; and people embodying a figure 
that signified intelligence (Albert Einstein) exhibited 
enhanced cognitive performance [6]. These effects have 
promising applications and have already been applied in 
domains such as pain management [69], therapy 
[43,82,89,107], and rehabilitation [14]. 

More recently, a small number of studies have approached 
embodiment through the lens of immersive journalism, 
embodying users in specific scenarios about historical and 
current affairs. In these studies, the emphasis is less about the 
characteristics of the virtual body itself, and more about 
reliving the scenario through the body of another [100,105]. 
This is also the approach of the current study. 

Embodiment through AR  
Some studies [76,93,94] have tried to induce embodiment 
using AR instead of VR. However, these studies adopted full 
body tracking through the use of Microsoft Kinect, and with 
a head-mounted display (HoloLens, Oculus Rift). There are 
no existing studies examining embodiment in MAR.  

In MAR, front-facing cameras on smartphones are able to 
perform face/head tracking, blending this real-world 
information with virtual content. Popular usage of face filters 
include modifying facial features, or trying on different 
virtual objects (e.g., eye frames). There is growing interest in 
how face filters can affect user perception, attitudes and 
behaviour [8,37,91], but studies remain limited. 

Of particular interest to the present study are opportunities 
for AR face filters to enable users to embody a virtual avatar. 
This may be achieved through various levels of 
sophistication. Figure 2 shows examples of how a user might 
embody a Mona Lisa avatar. In figure 2a, the user’s face (in 
this case, ex-U.S. presidential nominee Hillary Clinton) is 
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superimposed or ‘swapped’ onto the virtual body. This 
relatively simple implementation is already widely 
accessible and familiar to the masses through current apps 
such as Snapchat and Instagram. Hence, this is the 
implementation that has been adopted in the present study. 

In contrast, figure 2b presents a stylised cartoon figure of 
Mona Lisa that can be programmed to respond to a user’s 
movements in real-time. This can currently be achieved 
through commercial applications such as loom.ai [66] and 
FaceRig [48], however they may be relatively costly to 
develop or purchase. Figure 2c presents a hyper-realistic 
implementation where the Mona Lisa retains her original 
semblance and facial features whilst responding to the user’s 
movements. This implementation is similar to DeepFakes 
[116], and requires advanced artificial intelligence and 
processing power [120]. These requirements mean that it is 
currently not feasible for such an implementation to be 
conducted in real-time, especially in a mobile context.  

 
Figure 2. Opportunities for embodiment of virtual avatars 

through AR. Image (a) by DutchPuh [32]; (b) by VectorStock 
[122]; and (c) by Zakharov [119,120].  

3. CURRENT STUDY  

Design & Aims 
This study set out to investigate the effects of embodiment 
on user engagement in MAR. A one-factorial, between-
subjects design was adopted. The independent variable (IV) 
investigated was embodiment, while the main dependent 
variable (DV) was user engagement. User engagement was 

measured through (i) a self-report questionnaire measuring 
participant’s curiosity, interest, and intention to follow-up; 
(ii) a factual quiz about the speech they heard; and (iii) 
whether or not participants clicked on a link to find out more 
about the speech at the end of the study. 

A quantitative approach was adopted to compare participants 
listening to MLK’s speech with only a static image (no-
embodiment control) vs. participants using a MAR face filter 
(with-embodiment experimental). 
Hypotheses 
Previous research has managed to induce embodiment even 
without full-body tracking [100] or fully immersive 1PP 
displays [27,27,87]. Hence, we expected to also achieve 
embodiment despite these limitations in MAR: 

H1: Participants using the MAR face filter would report 
an embodied experience.  

Earlier studies conducted in VR found that embodiment 
resulted in greater user engagement [100,105] and we 
expected to replicate this in our study: 

H2: Participants using the MAR face filter would be more 
engaged than those in the control condition.  

H3: Level of perceived embodiment when using the MAR 
face filter would positively predict level of engagement. 
Materials 
Scenario  
The event of interest was Martin Luther King Jr.’s ‘I Have a 
Dream’ public speech in 1963. This event was picked due to 
journalistic and public interests in civil rights and the Black 
Lives Matter (BLM) movement at the time of writing this 
paper. Audio and image of the speech was taken from an 
online article by National Public Radio (NPR) [75], a non-
profit American news organisation.   

The original full speech lasts over 17 minutes; this was 
shortened to 5 minutes and 18 seconds based on previous 
studies which typically used an embodiment process lasting 
2 – 5 minutes (e.g., [4,6,100,118]). This duration was also 
considered reasonable for sustaining participants’ attention 
throughout the length of time without being distracted or 
fatigued. 

Relevant snippets of the speech were extracted based on 
clarity of the audio (some segments of the speech were 
muffled or distorted by applause etc.), as well as their 
relevance to the BLM movement (e.g., police brutality). A 
transcript of the shortened speech used in this study is 
available in Appendix 1. 

This image of Martin Luther King Jr. speaking was sized at 
1024*768 pixels. The particular photograph was chosen 
because it depicts audience members who are facing the 
camera squarely, providing opportunities for participants to 
embody through a face filter.  
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AR Face Filter  
A web application was developed for the MAR face filter. 
This allowed for remote testing of participants during the 
Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown restrictions. This browser 
based implementation was also chosen as it allows 
participants to access the study without the need for 
additional downloads or installations, which may impose a 
higher burden on participants and security concerns. 

The application was built using jeelizFaceFilter [51], a 
publicly available, open source library based on JavaScript 
and WebGL. JeelizFaceFilter is licensed under Apache 2.0. 
The code for the final application used in the study is publicly 
available through the following GitHub repo: 
https://github.com/ucjuhll/EmbodimentMAR. A hard copy 
is also printed in Appendix 2. 

Participants’ faces were detected from their front-facing 
webcams using a neural network and tracked in real-time. 
This was then superimposed or ‘swapped’ onto an audience 
member in the image so as to create the sense that they are 
experiencing the scenario as a member of the crowd (see 
Figure 3b). The audience member the face swap was 
performed on was chosen as he was facing the camera 
squarely, and also because the rest of his body below the 
neck is obscured. As the application only tracks the face and 
not the rest of the body, this helps to maintain congruence 
and visuo-motor synchrony between participants’ real and 
virtual bodies.   

 
Figure 3. (a) Control condition with a static image;      

(b) Participants’ faces were detected in real-time and 
superimposed onto an audience member, indicated by the red 

oval. Image from National Public Radio [75]. 

Various factors were considered when building the face 
filter. This includes the position, size, dimensions, rotation, 
and colour correction of the superimposed face onto the 
image. A pilot of the face filter was conducted with 2 
students from the MSc Human-Computer Interaction 
program at University College London (UCL). Qualitative 
feedback was collected to iteratively design the face filter so 
that it looked natural and convincing. 

Demographic Measures and Checks 
Basic demographic information about age and gender was 
collected for this study. Participants were also asked if they 
had listened to the ‘I Have a Dream’ speech within: (i) the 
past 6 months; (ii) the past year; (iii) the past 3 years; (iv) 

greater than 3 years ago; or (v) never heard the speech. This 
was done to check their familiarity and prior knowledge.  

Duration spent on each page of the study was also collected 
to ensure that participants did not speed through the study, 
especially the task of listening to the speech. 

Embodiment Measure 
Embodiment in the experimental condition was measured 
using Gonzalez-Franco & Peck’s Embodiment 
Questionnaire [40]. This was not administered in the control 
condition due to the complete absence of a virtual body. 
Some subsets of questions were also not applicable to the 
current study, such as those measuring tactile stimuli, and 
were removed as per the authors’ recommendations.  

The final instrument administered consisted of 10 items. 
Participants rated on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from -3 
(strongly disagree) to +3 (strongly agree) their agreement on 
various statements reflecting body ownership (“I felt as if the 
virtual body was my body”), agency (“I felt like I could 
control the virtual body as if it was my own body”), and 
location of body (“I felt as if my body was located where I 
saw the virtual body”). Component scores as well as a single 
combined embodiment score were derived by summing and 
averaging the corresponding items, based on the authors’ 
recommendations. 

User Engagement Measures 
Engagement was assessed using a series of measures. First, 
engagement was measured using an adapted 3-item 
questionnaire previously adopted in the Lenin VR study by 
Slater et al. [100]. Participants indicated on a 7-point Likert 
scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) 
their agreement on statements reflecting curiosity (“Being in 
the scenario seemed to me to be a way to heighten my 
curiosity about these events”), interest (“I have become more 
interested than before in finding out about racism and the 
Civil Rights movement”), and follow-up intent (“I am likely 
to follow up to try to discover more about the particular event 
depicted”). This questionnaire was used as a subjective self-
reported measure of engagement. 

Next, participants were also quizzed on the contents of the 
speech through four multiple choice questions. Each 
question comprised of a single correct answer out of four 
different choices. Questions and answers were derived from 
the author’s personal reading of the speech. The questions 
were designed to be relatively straightforward, testing facts 
about what was being said throughout the speech, without 
the need for inference. MLK’s ‘I Have a Dream’ speech is 
commonly found in educational curriculums (e.g., 
[123,124]), and these questions were intended as a 
supplemental measure to capture the attentional and learning 
aspects of engagement. The quiz was scored by summing up 
the number of questions participants answered correctly. 
Questions and answers can be found in Appendix 3, and how 
they correspond to parts of the speech in Appendix 1. 

https://github.com/ucjuhll/EmbodimentMAR
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Finally, participants were presented with the opportunity to 
visit a website [46] at the end of the study to find out more 
about the scenario they had witnessed. Whether or not 
participants clicked on the link to the website was tracked. 
This objective behavioural outcome was considered the most 
important measure of engagement in the study. 

Participants 
Twenty-seven participants were recruited to participate in 
the study. However, preliminary analyses identified 3 cases 
who proceeded with the study without listening to the full 
duration of the speech. These 3 participants have been 
excluded from further analyses, leaving a final sample size 
of 24 (15 female, 9 male). Participants aged between 22 to 
30 (M = 25.21, SD = 2.00) took part in the study.  

Participants were recruited through online community 
platforms for postgraduate students studying HCI at UCL 
Interaction Centre (UCLIC). Advertisements were posted on 
Microsoft Teams, Slack, and WhatsApp groups. Snowball 
sampling was also adopted, where participants were asked to 
forward the study to their family and friends. All participants 
were blind to the hypotheses of the study. A chance to win 
£50 in Amazon vouchers was offered as an incentive to 
participate in the study. Direct incentives were not offered as 
it might attract participants who are motivated purely by the 
reward and therefore less likely to be engaged/follow-up at 
the end of the study. 

The inclusion criteria for the study required participants to: 
(i) be at least 18 years old, (ii) own a laptop that supports a 
display resolution of at least 1024*768 pixels, and with a 
functional front-facing webcam. These requirements were to 
ensure consistency and compatibility to run the AR face filter 
app. Smartphones processing capabilities and display 
resolutions tend to vary widely that could pose technical and 
consistency issues.  
Procedure 
The study was conducted remotely and asynchronously 
through a web platform hosted on a UCL server. Participants 
were sent a URL to the study 
(https://iot.cs.ucl.ac.uk/emar/?PROLIFIC_PID=TEST) and 
told they could complete it on their own time and pace.  

Upon clicking on the link, participants were presented with 
information about the study. At this stage, checks were 
conducted and access denied to participants whose web 
browser was smaller than 1024*768 pixels.  

After providing informed consent, participants were 
presented with a set of instructions. They were informed that 
they would be listening to a ~5 minute speech and instructed 
to “try to imagine that you are at the scene of the speech and 
listen carefully to what is being said”. They were also asked 
to retrieve and put on a pair of earphones, as well as ensure 
they are in a well-lit environment with clear webcam access 
before proceeding with the study. 

On the next page, players were either presented with a static 
image (control condition), or the image with their face 
superimposed onto an audience member (experimental 
condition). The audio of the speech was triggered to play 
automatically once a face was detected by the AR 
application. Participants were required to manually click to 
the next page once the speech has ended. 

Subsequently, participants were presented with the 
questionnaires in the following order: (i) demographics and 
control; (ii) embodiment questionnaire, (iii) engagement 
quiz about the speech, (iv) engagement 3-item self-report, (v) 
email if they wished to enter the £50 voucher draw. 

On the final page, participants were told that they had 
reached the end of the study and that their results had been 
recorded. They were also presented with a link to an external 
website hosted by HistoryExtra, the official website for BBC 
History Magazine and BBC History Revealed. Participants 
were told that the site provided additional information and 
commentary about Martin Luther King Jr. and the civil rights 
movement that might be of interest to them. 
4. RESULTS  
The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS; v26)  
[49] was employed for all statistical analyses in this study. 
Embodiment 
Consistency checks recommended by Gonzalez-Franco & 
Peck [40] were conducted on the Embodiment 
Questionnaire. Three cases from the experimental condition 
failed this check and were excluded from all analyses 
involving embodiment. Descriptive statistics of embodiment 
measures are reported in Table 1 and Figure 4 below. 

 N Min Max M SD 
Body 
Ownership 7 0.00 3.00 1.05 1.28 

Agency 7 -1.50 2.25 0.54 1.41 

Location 7 -1.67 1.67 0.38 1.18 

Combined 
Score 7 -0.56 2.31 0.65 1.10 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of Embodiment Questionnaire  

 
Figure 4. Box-plots showing median and distribution of 

Embodiment Questionnaire data  

https://iot.cs.ucl.ac.uk/emar/?PROLIFIC_PID=TEST
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Engagement 

Self-Reported Measures 
One outlier from the experimental condition was excluded 
from the analyses due to consistent extreme responses on all 
items. Descriptive statistics are visualised in Figure 5 below. 

 
Figure 5. Box-plots showing median and distribution of self-

reported engagement measures, grouped by experimental 
condition 

For curiosity, a Shapiro-Wilk test found that scores in both 
the control group, D(14) = 0.91, p = .142 and experimental 
group, D(9) = 0.84, p = .055 follow a normal distribution. 
Scores also met Levene’s test for equality of variances, 
F(1,21) = 1.68, p = .21. An independent samples t-test found 
that participants in the experimental condition (M = 6.11 SD 
= 0.78) reported significantly higher curiosity than control 
participants (M = 4.21 SD = 1.25), t(21) = -4.05, p = .001. 

For interest, a Shapiro-Wilk test found that scores in both the 
control group, D(14) = 0.88, p = .061 and experimental 
group, D(9) = 0.90, p = .273 follow a normal distribution. 
Scores did not meet Levene’s test for equality of variances, 
F(1,21) = 4.99, p = .036. An independent samples t-test 
found no significant difference in interest scores between 
experimental (M = 4.78, SD = 0.97) and control conditions 
(M = 3.71, SD = 1.69), t(21) = -1.91, p = .069. 

For follow-up intent, a Shapiro-Wilk test found that scores in 
both the control group, D(14) = 0.86, p = .027 and 
experimental group, D(9) = 0.78, p = .011 do not follow a 
normal distribution. Distribution of scores for the two groups 
also do not share the same shape, so a Mann-Whitney U test 
was conducted. It was found that participants in the 
experimental condition (mean rank = 15.72) had 
significantly higher intent to follow up than control 
participants (mean rank = 9.61), U = 96.5, Z = 2.16, p = .033. 

Quiz 
Spearman's rank-order correlation test found no significant 
relationship between when participants last heard the speech 
prior to the study and their performance on the quiz (Figure 
6; rs = .165, p = .442). 

 
Figure 6. Scatterplot showing no correlation between when 

participants last heard the speech and final test scores 

A Shapiro-Wilk test found that scores in both the control 
group, D(14) = 0.87, p = .046 and experimental group, D(10) 
= 0.78, p = .008 do not follow a normal distribution. 
Distribution of scores for the two groups also do not share 
the same shape, so a Mann-Whitney U test was conducted 
(Figure 7). It was found that participants in the experimental 
condition (mean rank = 16.35) had significantly higher quiz 
scores than control participants (mean rank = 9.75), U = 
108.5, Z = 2.36, p = .022. 

 
Figure 7. Distribution of quiz scores for control and 

experimental groups did not share same shape, so a Mann-
Whitney U test was conducted 

Click-through Web Visit 
As seen in Table 2 below, four out of ten participants (40%) 
in the experimental condition clicked on the follow-up link 
at the end of the study, compared to zero out of fourteen 
participants (0%) in the control condition.  

 Clicked on Link? 
 No Yes 
Control 14 0 

Experimental 6 4 

Table 2. Two-way contingency table showing number of 
participants in different experimental conditions who clicked 

on follow-up link 
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Due to the low sample size and presence of a zero-cell, 
Fisher’s exact test was conducted. The test found a 
statistically significant difference in follow-up web visits 
between control and experimental conditions (p = .02). 

Relationship between Embodiment and Engagement 
All analyses in this section were conducted using the single 
combined embodiment score to predict the different 
measures of engagement. 

Embodiment on Click-through  
A binomial logistic regression was performed to investigate 
effects of embodiment on click-through. Analyses found 
Nagelkerke R2 = 1.000, indicating complete separation of 
data and that the linear function of embodiment perfectly 
predicted click-through. This is easily spotted in a boxplot 
diagram (Figure 8).  

 

 
Figure 8. Boxplot showing complete separation of click-

through data in relation to embodiment  

Embodiment and Self-Reported Measures 
For curiosity, a Pearson’s product-moment correlation test 
was run to determine relationship with embodiment. There 
was no significant relationship (r = .447, n = 7, p = .315) 

For interest, a Pearson’s product-moment correlation test 
was run to determine relationship with embodiment. There 
was no significant relationship (r = .615, n = 7, p = .141) 

For follow-up intent, a Spearman's rank-order correlation test 
was run instead as scores did not meet assumption of 
normality. There was no significant relationship (r = .674, n 
= 7, p = .097) 

Embodiment on Quiz Scores 
A Spearman’s rank-order correlation test found a significant 
strong positive correlation between embodiment and quiz 
scores (rs = .926, p = .003). 

As seen in Figure 9, simple linear regression showed a 
significant relationship between embodiment and quiz 
scores, F(1, 5) = 14.42, p = .013, R2 = 0.743. The regression 
coefficient B = 0.588 indicated than an increase in one point 

of embodiment corresponded on average to an increase in 
quiz score of 0.588. Data met the assumptions of normal 
distribution for residuals but assumption of homoscedasticity 
may have been violated. 

 
Figure 9. Simple linear regression showing embodiment 

predicting quiz scores  

4. DISCUSSION 
The present study set out to investigate the effects of 
embodiment on user engagement in MAR. Findings and how 
they relate to literature are discussed below. 

Our results found preliminary support for our first hypothesis 
H1, that participants would report an embodied experience in 
MAR. Descriptive analyses found that subcomponents of 
body ownership, agency and location all had means that 
scored above zero, indicating that the simple intervention 
was reported as an embodied experience. This is consistent 
with previous research that managed to induce embodiment 
even without full-body tracking [100] or fully immersive 
1PP displays [27,27,87]. However, the questionnaire does 
not make a formal attempt to apply meaning to scores (i.e. 
does a score of 0 imply absence of embodiment? does a -3 
score imply negative embodiment?) and care should be taken 
when drawing inferences about absolute scores.  

Results also support our second hypothesis, H2, that 
participants using the MAR face filter would be more 
engaged that those in the control condition. Participants who 
used the MAR face filter reported higher curiosity and 
intention to follow-up after experiencing the scenario. This 
intention was backed up by actual behaviour, with more 
participants in the experimental condition clicking on the 
link provided at the end of the study. These results replicate 
the success of other VR studies that aim to drive user 
engagement with historical and current affairs by that 
embodying them in those scenarios [100,105]. 

H2 was also supported by results that participants using the 
MAR face filter scored better on a factual quiz about the 
scenario as compared to controls. In the current study, 
learning was not the primary aim, but rather used as a proxy 
for attention and engagement. However, the results are not 
surprising as there is a vast amount of literature on the effects 
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of both MAR (see [77] for a review), as well as embodiment 
(in a looser sense, relating to embodied cognition) on 
learning [53].  

One measure which failed to find a difference between our 
control and experimental groups was interest (p = .069). A 
possible explanation for this was that the term ‘interest’ may 
have been interpreted by participants to mean active 
involvement and enjoyment (as opposed to ‘curiosity’, which 
is more passive). Both MLK’s speech and the BLM 
movement are key parts of U.S history that may be less 
relevant and elicit less active involvement in our participants 
who were predominantly U.K. students. This is supported by 
the consistently lower interest scores across both control and 
experimental groups in our data (Figure 4). Another possible 
explanation may be the inconsistency in the wording of the 
self-report engagement questions. The questions measuring 
curiosity and follow-up intent drew reference only to the 
scenario/event (e.g., “I am likely to follow up to try to 
discover more about the particular event depicted”), whereas 
the question measuring interest took it a step further by 
referencing the broader topic (“I have become more 
interested than before in finding out about racism and the 
Civil Rights movement”). Participants may have been 
engaged only in the specific event and not about the larger 
and more abstract topic.  

Finally, we hypothesised that level of embodiment would 
positively predict engagement (H3). This was supported by 
some aspects of engagement (the click-through and quiz 
scores). However, we did not find any relationship between 
embodiment and other aspects (self-reported curiosity, 
interest, and follow-up intent). One possible explanation for 
this is the complex nature of engagement [30] and the broad 
definition we adopted in this study. The results suggest that 
people clicked-through and recalled the content better 
because of other factors not related to curiosity or interest 
etc. We did not perform any analyses examining the 
relationships between these aspects of engagement as it was 
not the aim of the study. Another alternative explanation is 
that the self-report measures we adopted were brief, 
consisting of only a single item each, and may have not been 
sensitive enough to measure the construct as needed. Self-
report measures are also by nature subjective, which may 
have considerable inter-subject variability which increases 
the margin of error in small sample sizes. This is supported 
by our data where we found positive correlations (r = .447 to 
.674), but p-values were not significant. 

Implications 
Findings from the current study add to the growing body of 
literature on embodiment and user engagement in MAR. 
More specifically, we are the first to investigate embodiment 
in MAR and present early evidence that it can increase user 
engagement.  

The finding that embodiment can be achieved in MAR (H1) 
provides opportunities to replicate the host of other 
perceptual, attitudinal and behavioural effects outside of user 

engagement. As discussed earlier, prior studies have 
investigated the use of embodiment in areas such as pain 
management [69], therapy [43,82,89,107], and rehabilitation 
[14]. All of these effects can now potentially also be achieved 
in MAR. Going a step further, MAR may even present 
opportunities for new, unique effects and applications not 
present in VR.  

Next, given our findings on user engagement (H2 and H3), 
researchers and organisations may wish to exploit MAR apps 
with embodiment to further engage their audience, which is 
a common goal behind the design of products and services 
[30]. This would be especially appealing given the lower 
barriers of entry of MAR for both developers and users, as 
opposed to full-body VR setups. Our finding that 
embodiment resulted in higher quiz scores also provides 
preliminary support for the use of MAR towards educational 
and learning apps. 

Finally, as there are no prior studies of embodiment in MAR, 
we present preliminary embodiment data collected using a 
standardized questionnaire [40] to provide a baseline for 
future comparison studies. 
Limitations & Future Work 
One major limitation of the study is our comparison of a  
(No AR, No Embodiment) condition vs. a (With AR, With 
Embodiment) condition. This change in two variables means 
we cannot conclusively attribute the increase in user 
engagement to embodiment alone. While we tried to perform 
statistical analyses to examine the relationship between 
embodiment and engagement, there might have been other 
factors inherent to AR that that we could not account for 
(e.g., novelty). Future studies should try to examine a (With 
AR, No Embodiment) condition; this might involve an AR 
experience without the use of face filters/virtual avatar. For 
instance, exploring a 360° AR environment of MLK’s 
speech through the back-facing camera on a smartphone. We 
were unable to do this due to limitations arising from the 
Covid-19 pandemic.  

Although laptops have been classified as mobile devices in 
MAR literature (e.g., [24]), care should be taken when 
generalising findings to smartphones and other devices. 
Laptops typically have much larger displays, better 
processing capabilities, but also lower resolution front-
facing cameras. These may all affect user experiences with 
MAR and the level of embodiment that can be achieved. 
Future studies should seek to investigate if there are 
differences in levels of embodiment and subsequent effects 
among different MAR hardware devices/set-ups.  

Within MAR, different software implementations can also 
exist (Figure 2). The present study utilised a simple face-
swap onto a static image. However, more dynamic and 
immersive implementations are also possible (e.g., with 
video, fully explorable 3D-environments). In addition, 
different effects can be delivered through face filters, for 
instance, trying on different outfits, hats, or uniforms to 
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embody other persons. As previously discussed, artificial 
intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) may also soon 
make it possible to embody and control hyper-realistic 
virtual avatars [119]. How these different implementations 
will affect embodiment and its subsequent effects is an 
interesting area of research for future studies. 

In a similar vein, while we sought to replicate prior VR 
studies in MAR, we were not able to directly compare MAR 
with VR. It would be reasonable to expect that the level of 
embodiment will be lower due to the lower display resolution 
and limited tracking. Future studies should try to implement 
different XR technologies within the same study to draw 
comparisons. 

Online remote studies may be resource efficient and also 
provide a safe way to collect data during a pandemic. 
However, there is also less control and oversight. While we 
tried to implement some basic requirements, participants 
may have accessed the study from a wide range of devices. 
Research has found that participants may pay less attention 
on the instructions given [41,45], and on the task itself in 
online studies. In our study, 3/27 (11%) of participants did 
not stay on the task for the full duration of the speech. Even 
among participants who did stay for the full duration, we did 
not have control over their attention, or how they interacted 
with the MAR filter. For instance, participants may have 
been multitasking on their laptops on a different window/tab, 
or Googled their answers on the quiz. Participants may also 
have been interrupted by their environment or members of 
their household. Such interruptions could have a direct 
impact on studies examining engagement. Nevertheless, in 
our study these limitations applied to both conditions and we 
managed to find differences between the two. Future studies 
should carefully consider the limitations of online studies 
and implement strategies to minimise their impact [42]. 

Another limitation of the study is the small sample size (N = 
27), which may limit validity of our data analyses and 
conclusions. Statistical issues are prevalent and highly 
contentious in HCI, and several researchers have argued for 
a need for greater recognition of this issue [92]. Areas of 
consideration for future studies include: (i) providing more 
specific hypotheses that predict direction and magnitude of 
effects that will yield more information when falsified; (ii) 
predict and report power and effect sizes; (iii) consider 
reducing complexity of experimental design to increase 
number of observations in cells; (iv) collaborate between 
research teams for multi-site experiments; and (v) use of 
Bayesian analysis instead of significance testing where 
appropriate. Also of note is the disproportionate gender and 
narrow age range of participants among the sample in the 
study which limits generalizability of findings.  

The lack of research and consensus on complex topics such 
as embodiment and engagement posed challenges for our 
methods and measures. The Embodiment Questionnaire was 
recently developed as a standardised measure for 
embodiment and had not been validated psychometrically 

across large samples [40]. Since the commencement of this 
study, the authors have made some attempts to validate the 
questionnaire and introduce some revisions which we were 
not able to implement [84]. The Embodiment Questionnaire 
was developed based on VR studies, which may not be 
directly applicable to MAR. For instance, one question (Q20) 
assumed that the experiments would necessarily be 
conducted in a laboratory (because of the need for VR 
equipment). For engagement, we defined the construct based 
on our personal goals and motivations for the experience 
(i.e., to get participants to follow-up by clicking on a web 
link), according to recommendations by Doherty & Doherty 
[30]. We also used a diverse range of objective and 
subjective measures to capture engagement. However, this 
individualised approach means that there is a lack of 
standardised measures that can be adopted to draw 
comparisons between studies and across time. Future studies 
should consider defining even narrower definitions of user 
engagement and attempt to find common outcomes that are 
of interest between studies to allow for comparisons. 

Moving to a macro level, there is a growing need to examine 
the ethical issues behind XR technologies. On a practical 
basis, XR technologies can pose direct risks to users such as 
nausea, information overload, magnification of 
emotions/experience, as well as cognitive, affective and 
behavioural disturbances when transiting between the real 
and virtual realities [9]. These issues are likely to be 
exacerbated as technology develops even more superrealistic 
experiences. Next, privacy and data issues are also a large 
area of concern for XR technologies, which has the potential 
to collect large amounts of intimate personal data (e.g., body 
tracking, contextual awareness). Virtual avatars may make it 
possible for ‘identity hacking’ [99] through recreating and 
manipulating virtual copies of other people. Next, there are 
important psychological and social implications surrounding 
XR. Embodiment has a wide array of cognitive, affective and 
behavioural effects; this study demonstrated that MAR can 
be used in a persuasive manner. It is possible for these effects 
to be exploited and targeted at vulnerable populations for 
manipulative and unethical purposes (e.g., spread 
misinformation). Some other concerns include the potential 
for users to neglect the real world (e.g., social isolation, body 
neglect). A comprehensive review of ethical concerns in XR 
can be found by Slater et al. [99]. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The current study is a preliminary investigation of 
embodiment in MAR. It provides early support that 
embodiment can be achieved in MAR, and that embodiment 
in MAR enhances user engagement. More specifically, we 
found that participants experienced ownership, control, and 
feeling collocated with their virtual body in MAR. As 
compared to controls, participants who used the MAR face 
filter also scored better on a quiz about the speech, were more 
curious, expressed greater follow-up intention, and were 
more likely to click on a link to find out more information at 
the end of the study. Embodiment also positively predicted 
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clicks and quiz scores. Some limitations mean that findings 
should be interpreted cautiously. The results have 
implications for researchers and individuals who wish to 
utilise MAR to reach and engage a larger audience. As both 
the field and technology advances, there is room for future 
research to investigate a wide range of questions with regards 
to XR, embodiment, and user engagement. 
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APPENDIX 1: TRANSCRIPT OF SPEECH 
Below is the transcript of the 5 minute 18 second speech used in the study. Areas of the speech that are tested in the quiz 
(Appendix 3) are underlined. 

“Five score years ago, a great American, in whose symbolic shadow we stand today, signed the Emancipation Proclamation. 
This momentous decree came as a great beacon light of hope to millions of Negro slaves who had been seared in the flames 
of withering injustice. It came as a joyous daybreak to end the long night of their captivity. But 100 years later, the Negro still 
is not free.  

And so we've come here today to dramatize a shameful condition. In a sense we've come to our nation's capital to cash a 
check. When the architects of our republic wrote the magnificent words of the Constitution and the Declaration of 
Independence, they were signing a promissory note to which every American was to fall heir. This note was a promise that 
all men - yes, black men as well as white men - would be guaranteed the unalienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness. It is obvious today that America has defaulted on this promissory note insofar as her citizens of color are 
concerned. Instead of honoring this sacred obligation, America has given the Negro people a bad check, a check which has 
come back marked insufficient funds. 

I am not unmindful that some of you have come here out of great trials and tribulations. Some of you have come fresh from 
narrow jail cells. Some of you have come from areas where your quest for freedom left you battered by the storms of 
persecution and staggered by the winds of police brutality. You have been the veterans of creative suffering. Continue to 
work with the faith that unearned suffering is redemptive. Go back to Mississippi, go back to Alabama, go back to South 
Carolina, go back to Georgia, go back to Louisiana, go back to the slums and ghettos of our Northern cities, knowing that 
somehow this situation can and will be changed. Let us not wallow in the valley of despair, I say to you today, my friends. 

So even though we face the difficulties of today and tomorrow, I still have a dream. I have a dream that my four little 
children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their 
character. I have a dream today. I have a dream that one day down in Alabama with its vicious racists, with its governor 
having his lips dripping with the words of interposition and nullification, one day right down in Alabama little black boys and 
black girls will be able to join hands with little white boys and white girls as sisters and brothers. I have a dream today.  

This will be the day when all of God's children will be able to sing with new meaning: My country, 'tis of thee, sweet land of 
liberty, of thee I sing. Land where my fathers died, land of the pilgrims' pride, from every mountainside, let freedom ring. 
And if America is to be a great nation, this must become true. And so let freedom ring.” 
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APPENDIX 2: CODE FOR AR WEBAPP UTILISING JEELIZFACEFILTER LIBRARY [51] 

Index.html 
<!DOCTYPE html>  
<html> 
  <head> 
    <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8"> 
    <meta http-equiv="content-language" content="en-EN" /> 
    <meta name="viewport" content="initial-scale=1, maximum-scale=1"> 
 
     
    <title>User Interactions in AR</title> 
     
    <!-- INCLUDE JEELIZ FACEFILTER SCRIPT --> 
    <script src="https://appstatic.jeeliz.com/faceFilter/jeelizFaceFilter.js"></script> 
   
    <!-- INCLUDE DEMO SCRIPT --> 
    <script src="./main.js"></script> 
 
    <style type='text/css'> 
    body { 
      margin: 0px; 
      box-sizing: border-box; 
      overflow: hidden; 
      font-family: Helvetica, Arial, Sans-Serif; 
    } 
    #artpaintingContainer { 
      /*background-color: red;*/ 
       z-index: 10; 
      position: absolute;  
      max-height: calc(100vh - 160px); 
      max-width: 100vw; 
      left: 50%; 
      top: 50%; 
      margin-top: -76px; 
      transform: translate(-50%, -50%);  
    } 
    #jeeFaceFilterCanvas { 
    } 
    .artPainting  { 
      z-index: 8; 
      top: 4px; 
      left: 0px; 
      max-width: 100vw; 
      max-height:  calc(100vh - 160px); 
    } 
    .canvasDetected { /*style of the canvas when user face is detected*/ 
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      position: absolute; 
      z-index: -1; 
    } 
    .canvasNotDetected { /*style of the canvas when user face is lost */ 
      z-index: -1; 
      position: absolute; 
      top: auto !important; 
      bottom: 0px !important; 
      left: 0px !important; 
      max-width: 100% !important; 
      max-height: 100% !important; 
    } 
 
    </style> 
 
    <!-- SLICK CAROUSEL STYLE --> 
    <!-- jQuery (required by Slick Carousel) --> 
    <script src='../../../libs/jquery/jquery-3.3.1.min.js'></script> 
 
  </head> 
   
  <body onload="main()"> 
    <div id='artpaintingContainer'> 
      <canvas width="1024" height="1024" id='jeeFaceFilterCanvas' class='artPainting'><
/canvas> 
    </div> 
 
    <div>    
      <audio controls> 
      <source src="speech.mp3" type="audio/mpeg"> 
      Error:Unsupported Browser 
    </audio></div> 
  
 
    <!-- SLICK CAROUSEL CONTENT --> 
    <!-- 
      If the detected State is not provided (ie {x: ...., y:..., s:... } 
      We will search for a face on the provided picture 
      (and display the found face detected State in the JS console) 
      Otherwise we build the image mask directly using the detected State. 
    --> 
    <!-- SLICK CAROUSEL SCRIPT --> 
    <script src="../../../libs/slickCarousel/v1_9/slick.min.js"></script> 
 
  </body> 
</html> 
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main.js 
"use strict"; 
 
const SETTINGS = { 
  // art painting settings: 
  artPainting: 'mlk.png', // initial art painting 
  detectState: {x:0.4480,y:0.1650,s:0.155,ry:-
0.04926}, // detect state in the initial art painting to avoid search step 
 
  nDetectsArtPainting: 25, // number of positive detections to perfectly locate the fac
e in the art painting 
  detectArtPaintingThreshold: 0.7, 
 
  // hold shape parameters: 
  artPaintingMaskScale: [1.05, 1], 
  artPaintingMaskOffset: [-
0.2, 0.1], //[0.01,0.10], // relative. 1-> 100% scale mask width of the image (or heigh
t) 
  artPaintingCropSmoothEdge: 0.26, // crop smooth edge 
  artPaintingHeadForheadY: 0.7, // forhead start when Y>this value. Max: 1 
  artPaintingHeadJawY: 0.3, // lower jaw start when Y<this value. Max: 1 
 
  // user crop face and detection settings: 
  videoDetectSizePx: 1024, 
  faceRenderSizePx: 256, 
  zoomFactor: 0.7, // 1-> exactly the same zoom than for the art painting 
  detectionThreshold: 0.8, // sensibility, between 0 and 1. Less -> more sensitive 
  detectionHysteresis: 0.03, 
     
  // mixed settings: 
  hueTextureSizePx: 4,  // should be PoT 
 
  // debug flags - should be set to false for standard running: 
  debugArtpaintingCrop: false, 
  debugArtPaintingPotFaceCutTexture: false 
}; 
//SETTINGS.debugArtpaintingCrop = true; 
 
const ARTPAINTING = { 
  baseTexture: null, 
  potFaceCutTexture: null, 
  potFaceCutTextureSizePx: 0, 
  hueTexture: null, 
  detectCounter: 0, 
  image: new Image(), 
  canvasMask: null, 
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  url: -1, 
  positionFace: [0,0], 
  scaleFace: [1,1], 
  detectedState: null 
}; 
const USERCROP = { 
  faceCutDims: [0,0], 
  potFaceCutTexture: null, 
  hueTexture: null, 
}; 
const SHPS = { // shaderprograms 
  cropUserFace: null, 
  copy: null 
}; 
 

let DOMARTPAINTINGCONTAINER = null; 
let GL = null, GLDRAWTARGET = null, FBO = null; // WebGL global stuffs 
 
let NLOADEDS = 0, FFSPECS = null; 
const STATES = { // possible states of the app. ENUM equivalent 
  ERROR: -1, 
  IDLE: 0, 
  LOADING: 1, 
  DETECTARTPAINTINGFACE: 2, 
  DETECTUSERFACE: 3, 
  BUSY: 4, 
  ARTPAINTINGFACEDETECTPROVIDED: 5 
} 
let STATE = STATES.IDLE, ISUSERFACEDETECTED = false; 
 
// entry point: 
function main(){ 
  STATE = STATES.LOADING; 
 
  build_carousel(); 
 
  DOMARTPAINTINGCONTAINER = document.getElementById('artpaintingContainer'); 
 
  ARTPAINTING.image.src = SETTINGS.artPainting; 
  ARTPAINTING.image.onload = check_isLoaded.bind(null, 'ARTPAINTING.image');     
 
  JEELIZFACEFILTER.init({ 
    canvasId: 'jeeFaceFilterCanvas', 
    NNCPath: '../../../neuralNets/', // root of NN_DEFAULT.json file 
    callbackReady: function(errCode, spec){ 
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      if (errCode){ 
        console.log('AN ERROR HAPPENS. ERROR CODE =', errCode); 
        STATE = STATES.ERROR; 
        return; 
      } 
      FFSPECS = spec; 
      GL = spec.GL; 
      FBO = GL.createFramebuffer(); 
      GLDRAWTARGET = (GL.DRAW_FRAMEBUFFER)?GL.DRAW_FRAMEBUFFER:GL.FRAMEBUFFER; 
 
      console.log('INFO: JEELIZFACEFILTER IS READY'); 
      check_isLoaded('JEELIZFACEFILTER'); 
    }, //end callbackReady() 
 
    //called at each render iteration (drawing loop) 
    callbackTrack: callbackTrack 
  }); //end JEELIZFACEFILTER.init 
} 
 
function check_isLoaded(label){ 
  console.log('INFO in check_isLoaded(): ', label, 'is loaded'); 
  if (++NLOADEDS === 2){ 
    start(); 
  } 
} 
 
function start(){ 
  console.log('INFO: start()'); 
   
  create_textures(); 
  build_shps(); 
   
  // set the canvas to the artpainting size: 
  update_artPainting(SETTINGS.detectState); 
} //end start() 
 
function update_artPainting(detectState){ // called both at start (start()) and when us
er change the art painting 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.width = ARTPAINTING.image.width; 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.height = ARTPAINTING.image.height; 
  JEELIZFACEFILTER.resize(); 
 
  // create or update the artpainting webgl texture: 
  if (!ARTPAINTING.baseTexture){ 
    ARTPAINTING.baseTexture = GL.createTexture(); 
  } 
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  GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, ARTPAINTING.baseTexture); 
  GL.pixelStorei(GL.UNPACK_FLIP_Y_WEBGL, true); 
  GL.texImage2D(GL.TEXTURE_2D, 0, GL.RGBA, GL.RGBA, GL.UNSIGNED_BYTE, ARTPAINTING.image
); 
  GL.texParameteri(GL.TEXTURE_2D, GL.TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER, GL.LINEAR); 
  GL.texParameteri(GL.TEXTURE_2D, GL.TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL.LINEAR); 
  GL.texParameteri(GL.TEXTURE_2D, GL.TEXTURE_WRAP_S, GL.CLAMP_TO_EDGE); 
  GL.texParameteri(GL.TEXTURE_2D, GL.TEXTURE_WRAP_T, GL.CLAMP_TO_EDGE); 
   
  JEELIZFACEFILTER.set_inputTexture(ARTPAINTING.baseTexture, ARTPAINTING.image.width, A
RTPAINTING.image.height); 
 
   
  ARTPAINTING.detectCounter = 0; 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.classList.remove('canvasDetected'); 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.classList.remove('canvasNotDetected'); 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.classList.add('artPainting'); 
 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.style.top = ''; 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.style.left = ''; 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.style.width = ''; 
 
  toggle_carousel(true); 
 
  if (detectState){ 
    STATE = STATES.ARTPAINTINGFACEDETECTPROVIDED; 
    ARTPAINTING.detectedState = detectState; 
  } else { 
    STATE = STATES.DETECTARTPAINTINGFACE; 
  } 
} //end update_artPainting() 
 
function build_carousel(){ 
   $('#carousel').slick({ // see http://kenwheeler.github.io/slick/ 
    speed: 300, 
    slidesToShow: 1, 
    centerMode: true, 
    variableWidth: true, 
    arrows: false, 
    swipeToSlide: true, 
    infinite: false, 
    focusOnSelect: true 
   }); 
   toggle_carousel(false); 
} 
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function toggle_carousel(isEnabled){ 
  if (isEnabled){ 
    $('#carousel').css({ 
      opacity: 1, 
      pointerEvents: 'auto' 
    }); 
  } else { 
    $('#carousel').css({ 
      opacity: 0.5, 
      pointerEvents: 'none' 
    }); 
  } 
} 
 
// called directly from the DOM controls to change the base image: 
function change_artPainting(urlImage, detectState){ 
  if (urlImage===ARTPAINTING.url || [STATES.DETECTARTPAINTINGFACE, STATES.DETECTUSERFAC
E].indexOf(STATE)===-1){ 
    return; 
  } 
  if (typeof(detectState)==='undefined'){ 
    detectState = null; 
  } 
 
  STATE = STATES.BUSY; 
  toggle_carousel(false); 
  if (ARTPAINTING.canvasMask){ 
    ARTPAINTING.canvasMask.parentElement.removeChild(ARTPAINTING.canvasMask); 
    ARTPAINTING.canvasMask = null; 
  } 
  ARTPAINTING.image = new Image(); 
 
  if (urlImage === 'CUSTOM'){ // upload custom image 
    const domInputFile = document.getElementById('customImage'); 
    if (!domInputFile.files || !domInputFile.files[0]){ 
      alert('You should select at least one file'); 
      return; 
    } 
    const reader = new FileReader(); 
    reader.onload = function (e) { 
      ARTPAINTING.url = 'CUSTOM' + Date.now(); 
      ARTPAINTING.image.src = e.target.result; 
      ARTPAINTING.image.onload = update_artPainting.bind(null, detectState); 
    }; 
    reader.readAsDataURL(domInputFile.files[0]); 
  } else { 
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    ARTPAINTING.url = urlImage; 
    ARTPAINTING.image.src = urlImage; 
    ARTPAINTING.image.onload = update_artPainting.bind(null, detectState); 
  } 
} //end change_artPainting() 
 
function create_textures(){ 
  const create_emptyTexture = function(w, h){ 
    const tex = GL.createTexture(); 
    GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, tex); 
    GL.texImage2D(GL.TEXTURE_2D, 0, GL.RGBA, w, h, 0, GL.RGBA, GL.UNSIGNED_BYTE, null); 
    return tex; 
  }; 
 
  const create_emptyLinearTexture = function(w, h){ 
    const tex = create_emptyTexture(w,h); 
    GL.texParameteri(GL.TEXTURE_2D, GL.TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER, GL.LINEAR); 
    GL.texParameteri(GL.TEXTURE_2D, GL.TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL.LINEAR); 
    return tex; 
  }; 
 
  // create the artpainting and userCrop hue textures: 
  const create_hueTexture = function(){ 
    return create_emptyLinearTexture(SETTINGS.hueTextureSizePx, SETTINGS.hueTextureSize
Px); 
  }; 
  ARTPAINTING.hueTexture = create_hueTexture(); 
  USERCROP.hueTexture = create_hueTexture(); 
 
  // create the userCrop textures: 
  const faceAspectRatio = SETTINGS.artPaintingMaskScale[1] / SETTINGS.artPaintingMaskSc
ale[0]; 
  USERCROP.faceCutDims[0] = SETTINGS.faceRenderSizePx; 
  USERCROP.faceCutDims[1] = Math.round(SETTINGS.faceRenderSizePx * faceAspectRatio); 
   
  USERCROP.potFaceCutTexture = create_emptyTexture(SETTINGS.faceRenderSizePx, SETTINGS.
faceRenderSizePx); 
  GL.texParameteri(GL.TEXTURE_2D, GL.TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER, GL.LINEAR); 
  GL.texParameteri(GL.TEXTURE_2D, GL.TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL.LINEAR_MIPMAP_NEAREST); 
} //end create_textures() 
 
function build_artPaintingMask(detectState, callback){ 
  // cut the face with webgl and put a fading: 
  console.log('INFO: build_artPaintingMask()'); 
 
  const x=detectState.x, y=detectState.y, s=detectState.s, ry=detectState.ry; 
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  // compute normalized frame cut params: 
  const xn = x*0.5 + 0.5+s*SETTINGS.artPaintingMaskOffset[0] * Math.sin(ry); // normali
zed x position 
  const yn = y*0.5 + 0.5+s*SETTINGS.artPaintingMaskOffset[1]; 
  const sxn = s*SETTINGS.artPaintingMaskScale[0]; 
  const syn = s*SETTINGS.artPaintingMaskScale[1]*ARTPAINTING.image.width/ARTPAINTING.im
age.height; 
 
  ARTPAINTING.positionFace[0] = xn; 
  ARTPAINTING.positionFace[1] = yn; 
  ARTPAINTING.scaleFace[0] = sxn; 
  ARTPAINTING.scaleFace[1] = syn; 
 
  // build the mask (the artPainting with the hole cut) 
  GL.useProgram(SHPS.buildMask.program); 
  GL.uniform2f(SHPS.buildMask.offset, xn, yn); 
  GL.uniform2f(SHPS.buildMask.scale, sxn, syn); 
 
  GL.activeTexture(GL.TEXTURE0); 
  GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, ARTPAINTING.baseTexture); 
   
  // FILL VIEWPORT 
  GL.enable(GL.BLEND); 
  GL.blendFunc(GL.SRC_ALPHA, GL.ZERO); 
  GL.clearColor(0.,0.,0.,0.); 
  GL.clear(GL.COLOR_BUFFER_BIT); 
  GL.drawElements(GL.TRIANGLES, 3, GL.UNSIGNED_SHORT, 0); 
  GL.disable(GL.BLEND); 
 

  // copy the face cuted to a dumb canvas2D which will be displayed in the DOM: 
  const artPaintingMask = document.createElement('canvas'); 
  artPaintingMask.width = ARTPAINTING.image.width; 
  artPaintingMask.height = ARTPAINTING.image.height; 
  const ctx = artPaintingMask.getContext('2d'); 
  ctx.drawImage(FFSPECS.canvasElement, 0, 0); 
 
   
  artPaintingMask.classList.add('artPainting'); 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.classList.remove('artPainting'); 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.classList.add('canvasNotDetected'); 
  ISUSERFACEDETECTED = false; 
  ARTPAINTING.canvasMask = artPaintingMask; 
  DOMARTPAINTINGCONTAINER.appendChild(artPaintingMask); 
  if  (SETTINGS.debugArtPaintingPotFaceCutTexture){ 
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    artPaintingMask.style.opacity = '0.5'; 
  } 
   
 
  // initialize the face cut pot texture: 
  const faceWidthPx = Math.round(ARTPAINTING.image.width*sxn); 
  const faceHeightPx = Math.round(ARTPAINTING.image.height*syn); 
  const maxDimPx = Math.max(faceWidthPx, faceHeightPx); 
  ARTPAINTING.potFaceCutTextureSizePx = Math.pow(2, Math.ceil(Math.log(maxDimPx)/Math.l
og(2))); 
  ARTPAINTING.potFaceCutTexture = GL.createTexture(); 
  GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, ARTPAINTING.potFaceCutTexture); 
  GL.texImage2D(GL.TEXTURE_2D, 0, GL.RGBA, ARTPAINTING.potFaceCutTextureSizePx, ARTPAIN
TING.potFaceCutTextureSizePx, 0, GL.RGBA, GL.UNSIGNED_BYTE, null); 
  GL.texParameteri(GL.TEXTURE_2D, GL.TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER, GL.LINEAR); 
  GL.texParameteri(GL.TEXTURE_2D, GL.TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL.LINEAR_MIPMAP_NEAREST); 
 

  // compute the face cut pot texture by doing render to texture: 
  GL.useProgram(SHPS.cropUserFace.program); 
  GL.uniform2f(SHPS.cropUserFace.offset, xn, yn); 
  GL.uniform2f(SHPS.cropUserFace.scale, sxn, syn); 
  GL.uniformMatrix2fv(SHPS.cropUserFace.videoTransformMat2, false, [0.5, 0, 0, 0.5]); 
  GL.bindFramebuffer(GLDRAWTARGET, FBO); 
  GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, ARTPAINTING.baseTexture); 
  GL.viewport(0, 0, ARTPAINTING.potFaceCutTextureSizePx, ARTPAINTING.potFaceCutTextureS
izePx); 
  GL.framebufferTexture2D(GL.FRAMEBUFFER, GL.COLOR_ATTACHMENT0, GL.TEXTURE_2D, ARTPAINT
ING.potFaceCutTexture, 0); 
  GL.drawElements(GL.TRIANGLES, 3, GL.UNSIGNED_SHORT, 0); //FILL VIEWPORT 
 
  // copy the ARTPAINTING.potFaceCutTexture to ARTPAINTING.hueTexture: 
  GL.useProgram(SHPS.copyInvX.program); 
  GL.viewport(0,0,SETTINGS.hueTextureSizePx,SETTINGS.hueTextureSizePx); 
  GL.framebufferTexture2D(GL.FRAMEBUFFER, GL.COLOR_ATTACHMENT0, GL.TEXTURE_2D, ARTPAINT
ING.hueTexture, 0); 
  GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, ARTPAINTING.potFaceCutTexture); 
  GL.generateMipmap(GL.TEXTURE_2D); 
  GL.drawElements(GL.TRIANGLES, 3, GL.UNSIGNED_SHORT, 0); //FILL VIEWPORT 
 
  GL.bindFramebuffer(GLDRAWTARGET, null);   
  callback(); 
} //end build_artPaintingMask() 
 
function build_shps(){ 
  const copyVertexShaderSource = "attribute vec2 position;\n\ 
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    varying vec2 vUV;\n\ 
    void main(void){\n\ 
      gl_Position = vec4(position, 0., 1.);\n\ 
      vUV = 0.5 + 0.5 * position;\n\ 
    }"; 
 
  const copyFragmentShaderSource = "precision lowp float;\n\ 
    uniform sampler2D samplerImage;\n\ 
    varying vec2 vUV;\n\ 
    \n\ 
    void main(void){\n\ 
      gl_FragColor = texture2D(samplerImage, vUV);\n\ 
    }"; 
 
  // build the search SHP: 
  const shpSearch = build_shaderProgram(copyVertexShaderSource,  
    "precision lowp float;\n\ 
      varying vec2 vUV;\n\ 
      uniform mat2 videoTransformMat2;\n\ 
      uniform sampler2D samplerVideo;\n\ 
      uniform vec4 uxysw;\n\ 
      \n\ 
      void main(void) {\n\ 
        vec2 uvVideoCentered = 2.0 * videoTransformMat2 * (vUV - 0.5);\n\ 
        vec3 colorVideo = texture2D(samplerVideo, 0.5 + uvVideoCentered).rgb;\n\ 
        vec2 pos = vUV*2.-vec2(1.,1.);\n\ 
        vec2 isInside = step(uxysw.xy-uxysw.zw, pos);\n\ 
        isInside *= step(pos, uxysw.xy+uxysw.zw);\n\ 
        vec2 blendCenterFactor = abs(pos-uxysw.xy)/uxysw.zw;\n\ 
        float alpha = isInside.x*isInside.y*pow(max(blendCenterFactor.x, blendCenterFac
tor.y), 3.);\n\ 
        vec3 color = mix(colorVideo, vec3(0.,0.6,1.), alpha);\n\ 
        gl_FragColor = vec4(color,1.);\n\ 
      }", 
      "SEARCH FACE" 
    ); 
  SHPS.search = { 
    program: shpSearch, 
    samplerVideo: GL.getUniformLocation(shpSearch, 'samplerVideo'), 
    videoTransformMat2: GL.getUniformLocation(shpSearch, 'videoTransformMat2'), 
    uxysw: GL.getUniformLocation(shpSearch, 'uxysw') 
  }; 
  GL.useProgram(shpSearch); 
  GL.uniform1i(SHPS.search.samplerVideo, 0); 
 
  // ARTPAINTING SHPS: 
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  const set_apShp = function(shp, isTransformMat){ 
    const uSamplerImage = GL.getUniformLocation(shp, 'samplerImage'); 
    const uScale = GL.getUniformLocation(shp, 'scale'); 
    const uOffset = GL.getUniformLocation(shp, 'offset'); 
    const uVideoTransformMat2 = (isTransformMat) ? GL.getUniformLocation(shp, 'videoTra
nsformMat2') : null; 
 
    GL.useProgram(shp); 
    GL.uniform1i(uSamplerImage, 0); 
     
    return { 
      scale: uScale, 
      offset: uOffset, 
      videoTransformMat2: uVideoTransformMat2, 
      program: shp 
    }; 
  }; 
 
  let alphaShaderChunk = "float alpha = 0.;\n\ 
      vec2 uv = (vUV-offset+s2)/(2.*s2); //uv normalized in the face\n\ 
      if (uv.y>UPPERHEADY){ // upper head: circle arc\n\ 
        vec2 uvc = (uv-vec2(0.5,UPPERHEADY))*vec2(1., 0.5/(1.-UPPERHEADY));\n\ 
        float alphaBorder = smoothstep(0.5-SMOOTHEDGE, 0.5, length(uvc));\n\ 
        float alphaCenter = smoothstep(UPPERHEADY, 1., uv.y);\n\ 
        alpha = mix(alphaCenter, alphaBorder, smoothstep(0.3, 0.4, abs(uv.x-0.5)));\n\ 
      } else if (uv.y<LOWERHEADY){ // lower head: circle arc \n\ 
        vec2 uvc = (uv-vec2(0.5, LOWERHEADY))*vec2(1., 0.5/LOWERHEADY);\n\ 
        alpha = smoothstep(0.5-SMOOTHEDGE, 0.5, length(uvc));\n\ 
      } else { // middle head: straight\n\ 
        vec2 uvc = vec2(uv.x-0.5, 0.);\n\ 
        alpha = smoothstep(0.5-SMOOTHEDGE, 0.5,length(uvc));\n\ 
      }\n"; 
  alphaShaderChunk += "float grayScale = dot(color, vec3(0.33,0.33,0.33));\n\ 
          if (alpha>0.01){\n\ 
            alpha = mix(pow(alpha, 0.5), pow(alpha, 1.5), smoothstep(0.1,0.5,grayScale)
);\n\ 
          }"; 
 
  const shpBuildMask = build_shaderProgram(copyVertexShaderSource, 
 
    "precision highp float;\n\ 
     uniform vec2 offset, scale;\n\ 
     uniform sampler2D samplerImage;\n\ 
     varying vec2 vUV;\n\ 
     \n\ 
     const float UPPERHEADY =" + SETTINGS.artPaintingHeadForheadY.toFixed(2)+";\n\ 
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     const float LOWERHEADY =" + SETTINGS.artPaintingHeadJawY.toFixed(2)+";\n\ 
     const float SMOOTHEDGE =" + SETTINGS.artPaintingCropSmoothEdge.toFixed(2)+";\n\ 
     \n\ 
     \n\ 
     void main(void){\n\ 
       vec2 s2 = 0.5 * scale;\n\ 
       vec2 isFace = step(vUV, offset+s2)*step(offset-s2, vUV);\n\ 
       float isNotFace = 1. - isFace.x * isFace.y;\n\ 
       if (isNotFace>0.01){\n\ 
         gl_FragColor = texture2D(samplerImage, vUV); return;\n\ 
       }\n\ 
       vec3 color = texture2D(samplerImage, vUV).rgb;\n\ 
       " + alphaShaderChunk + "\ 
       gl_FragColor = vec4(color, alpha);\n\ 
       " + ((SETTINGS.debugArtpaintingCrop)?"gl_FragColor = vec4(1.,0.,0.,1.);":"")+"\n
\ 
     }", 
 
    'BUILD ARTPAINTING MASK'); 
  SHPS.buildMask = set_apShp(shpBuildMask, false); 
 
  // this SHP is only used to crop the face to compute the hueTexture: 
  const shpCutFace = build_shaderProgram("attribute vec2 position;\n\ 
     uniform vec2 offset, scale;\n\ 
     varying vec2 vUV;\n\ 
     void main(void){\n\ 
      gl_Position = vec4(position, 0., 1.);\n\ 
      vUV = offset + 0.5 * position * scale;\n\ 
     }", 
 
     "precision lowp float;\n\ 
     uniform sampler2D samplerImage;\n\ 
     uniform mat2 videoTransformMat2;\n\ 
     varying vec2 vUV;\n\ 
     const float BORDER = 0.2;\n\ 
     \n\ 
     void main(void){\n\ 
       vec2 uvCentered = 2.0 * vUV - vec2(1.,1.);\n\ 
       float ruv = length(uvCentered);\n\ 
       vec2 uvn = uvCentered/ruv;\n\ 
       vec2 uvBorder = uvn * (1.-BORDER);\n\ 
       float isOutside = step(1.-BORDER, ruv);\n\ 
       uvCentered = mix(uvCentered, uvBorder, isOutside);\n\ 
       vec2 uvVideoCentered = videoTransformMat2 * uvCentered;\n\ 
       gl_FragColor = texture2D(samplerImage, 0.5 + uvVideoCentered);\n\ 
     }", 
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    'CUT ARTPAINTING FACE'); 
  SHPS.cropUserFace = set_apShp(shpCutFace, true); 
 
  // build the copy shader program: 
  const shpCopy = build_shaderProgram(copyVertexShaderSource, copyFragmentShaderSource,
 'COPY'); 
  SHPS.copy = { 
    program: shpCopy 
  }; 
  let uSamplerImage = GL.getUniformLocation(shpCopy, 'samplerImage'); 
  GL.useProgram(shpCopy); 
  GL.uniform1i(uSamplerImage, 0); 
 
  // build the copyInvX shader program: 
  const shpCopyInvX = build_shaderProgram(copyVertexShaderSource.replace('vUV = 0.5 + 0
.5 * position', 'vUV = 0.5 + vec2(-0.5,0.5)*position'), 
        copyFragmentShaderSource, 'COPYINVX'); 
  SHPS.copyInvX = { 
    program: shpCopyInvX 
  }; 
  uSamplerImage = GL.getUniformLocation(shpCopyInvX, 'samplerImage'); 
  GL.useProgram(shpCopyInvX); 
  GL.uniform1i(uSamplerImage, 0); 
 
  // final render shp: 
  const shpRender = build_shaderProgram(copyVertexShaderSource,  
    "precision highp float;\n\ 
     uniform sampler2D samplerImage, samplerHueSrc, samplerHueDst;\n\ 
     uniform mat2 videoTransformMat2;\n\ 
     uniform vec2 offset, scale;\n\ 
     varying vec2 vUV;\n\ 
     const vec2 EPSILON2 = vec2(0.001, 0.001);\n\ 
     \n\ 
     vec3 rgb2hsv(vec3 c) { //from http://lolengine.net/blog/2013/07/27/rgb-to-hsv-in-
glsl\n\ 
      vec4 K = vec4(0.0, -1.0 / 3.0, 2.0 / 3.0, -1.0);\n\ 
      vec4 p = mix(vec4(c.bg, K.wz), vec4(c.gb, K.xy), step(c.b, c.g));\n\ 
      vec4 q = mix(vec4(p.xyw, c.r), vec4(c.r, p.yzx), step(p.x, c.r));\n\ 
      float d = q.x - min(q.w, q.y);\n\ 
      float e = 1.0e-10;\n\ 
      return vec3(abs(q.z + (q.w - q.y) / (6.0 * d + e)), d / (q.x + e), q.x);\n\ 
     }\n\ 
     \n\ 
     vec3 hsv2rgb(vec3 c) { //from https://github.com/hughsk/glsl-hsv2rgb \n\ 
      vec4 K = vec4(1.0, 2.0 / 3.0, 1.0 / 3.0, 3.0); \n\ 
      vec3 p = abs(fract(c.xxx + K.xyz) * 6.0 - K.www); \n\ 
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      return c.z * mix(K.xxx, clamp(p - K.xxx, 0.0, 1.0), c.y); \n\ 
      //return c.z * normalize(mix(K.xxx, clamp(p - K.xxx, 0.0, 1.0), c.y));\n\ 
     } \n\ 
     \n\ 
     void main(void){\n\ 
       // flip left-right:\n\ 
       vec2 uv = vec2(1.-vUV.x, vUV.y);\n\ 
       // get color in HSV format:\n\ 
       vec2 uvCut = uv * scale + offset - scale/2.;\n\ 
       uvCut = 0.5 + 2.0 * videoTransformMat2 * (uvCut - 0.5);\n\ 
       vec3 colorRGB = texture2D(samplerImage, uvCut).rgb;\n\ 
       vec3 colorHSV = rgb2hsv(colorRGB);\n\ 
       // compute color transform:\n\ 
       vec3 srcRGB = texture2D(samplerHueSrc, uv).rgb;\n\ 
       vec3 dstRGB = texture2D(samplerHueDst, uv).rgb;\n\ 
       vec3 srcHSV = rgb2hsv(srcRGB);\n\ 
       vec3 dstHSV = rgb2hsv(dstRGB);\n\ 
       // apply the transform:\n\ 
       vec2 factorSV = vec2(1.,0.8) * dstHSV.yz / (srcHSV.yz+EPSILON2);\n\ 
       factorSV = clamp(factorSV, vec2(0.3,0.3), vec2(3,3.));\n\ 
       float dHue = dstHSV.x - srcHSV.x;\n\ 
       vec3 colorHSVout = vec3(mod(1.0+colorHSV.x+dHue, 1.0), colorHSV.yz*factorSV);\n\ 
       colorHSVout = clamp(colorHSVout, vec3(0.,0.,0.), vec3(1.,1.,1));\n\ 
       // reconvert to RGB and output the color:\n\ 
       colorRGB = hsv2rgb(colorHSVout);\n\ 
       gl_FragColor = vec4(colorRGB, 1.);\n\ 
     }", 
     'FINAL RENDER FACE' 
    ); 
  SHPS.render = { 
    program: shpRender, 
    scale: GL.getUniformLocation(shpRender, 'scale'), 
    offset: GL.getUniformLocation(shpRender, 'offset'), 
    videoTransformMat2: GL.getUniformLocation(shpRender, 'videoTransformMat2') 
  }; 
  uSamplerImage = GL.getUniformLocation(shpRender, 'samplerImage'); 
  const uSamplerHueSrc = GL.getUniformLocation(shpRender, 'samplerHueSrc'); 
  const uSamplerHueDst = GL.getUniformLocation(shpRender, 'samplerHueDst'); 
  GL.useProgram(shpRender); 
  GL.uniform1i(uSamplerImage, 0); 
  GL.uniform1i(uSamplerHueSrc, 2); 
  GL.uniform1i(uSamplerHueDst, 1); 
} //end build_shps() 
 
function reset_toVideo(){ 
  position_userCropCanvas(); 
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  window.addEventListener('resize', position_userCropCanvas, false); 
 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.width = SETTINGS.videoDetectSizePx; 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.height = SETTINGS.videoDetectSizePx; 
  JEELIZFACEFILTER.resize(); 
 
  JEELIZFACEFILTER.reset_inputTexture(); 
  STATE = STATES.DETECTUSERFACE; 
} 
 
// compile a shader: 
function compile_shader(source, glType, typeString) { 
  const glShader = GL.createShader(glType); 
  GL.shaderSource(glShader, source); 
  GL.compileShader(glShader); 
  if (!GL.getShaderParameter(glShader, GL.COMPILE_STATUS)) { 
    alert("ERROR IN " + typeString + " SHADER: " + GL.getShaderInfoLog(glShader)); 
    console.log('Buggy shader source: \n', source); 
    return null; 
  } 
  return glShader; 
} 
 
// helper function to build the shader program: 
function build_shaderProgram(shaderVertexSource, shaderFragmentSource, id) { 
  // compile both shader separately: 
  const glShaderVertex = compile_shader(shaderVertexSource, GL.VERTEX_SHADER, "VERTEX "
 + id); 
  const glShaderFragment = compile_shader(shaderFragmentSource, GL.FRAGMENT_SHADER, "FR
AGMENT " + id); 
 
  const glShaderProgram = GL.createProgram(); 
  GL.attachShader(glShaderProgram, glShaderVertex); 
  GL.attachShader(glShaderProgram, glShaderFragment); 
 
  // start the linking stage: 
  GL.linkProgram(glShaderProgram); 
  const aPos = GL.getAttribLocation(glShaderProgram, "position"); 
  GL.enableVertexAttribArray(aPos); 
 
  return glShaderProgram; 
} 
 
function position_userCropCanvas(){ 
  console.log('INFO: position_userCropCanvas()'); 
  const restoredPosition = FFSPECS.canvasElement.style.position; 
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  FFSPECS.canvasElement.style.position = 'absolute'; 
 
  // compute topPx an leftPx in the artpainting canvas image ref: 
  let topPx = ARTPAINTING.image.height * ARTPAINTING.positionFace[1]; 
  let leftPx = ARTPAINTING.image.width * ARTPAINTING.positionFace[0]; 
  let widthFacePx = ARTPAINTING.image.width * ARTPAINTING.scaleFace[0]; 
  let heightFacePx = ARTPAINTING.image.height * ARTPAINTING.scaleFace[1]; 
  let widthPx = widthFacePx*SETTINGS.videoDetectSizePx/SETTINGS.faceRenderSizePx; //the
 whole canvas is bigger than the user face rendering 
  topPx = ARTPAINTING.image.height-
topPx; //Y axis is inverted between WebGL viewport and CSS 
 
  //t ake account of the CSS scale factor of the art painting: 
  const domRect = DOMARTPAINTINGCONTAINER.getBoundingClientRect(); 
  const cssScaleFactor = domRect.width / ARTPAINTING.image.width; 
  topPx *= cssScaleFactor; 
  leftPx *= cssScaleFactor; 
  widthPx *= cssScaleFactor; 
  widthFacePx *= cssScaleFactor; 
  heightFacePx *= cssScaleFactor; 
 
  // position corner of the userFace instead of center: 
  topPx -= heightFacePx / 2; 
  leftPx -= widthFacePx / 2; 
   
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.style.top = Math.round(topPx).toString() + 'px'; 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.style.left = Math.round(leftPx).toString() + 'px'; 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.style.width = Math.round(widthPx).toString() + 'px'; 
 
  FFSPECS.canvasElement.style.position = restoredPosition; 
} //end position_userCropCanvas() 
 
// draw in search mode: 
function draw_search(detectState){ 
  GL.useProgram(SHPS.search.program); 
  GL.viewport(0, 0, FFSPECS.canvasElement.width, FFSPECS.canvasElement.height); 
  GL.uniform4f(SHPS.search.uxysw, detectState.x, detectState.y, 
        detectState.s, detectState.s*FFSPECS.canvasElement.width/FFSPECS.canvasElement.
height); 
  GL.uniformMatrix2fv(SHPS.search.videoTransformMat2, false, FFSPECS.videoTransformMat2
); 
  GL.activeTexture(GL.TEXTURE0); 
  GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, FFSPECS.videoTexture); 
  GL.drawElements(GL.TRIANGLES, 3, GL.UNSIGNED_SHORT, 0); 
} 
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// draw final render: 
function draw_render(detectState){ 
  // do RTT: 
  GL.bindFramebuffer(GLDRAWTARGET, FBO); 
 
  // crop the user's face and put the result to USERCROP.potFaceCutTexture: 
  const s = detectState.s / SETTINGS.zoomFactor; 
  const xn = detectState.x*0.5 + 0.5+s*SETTINGS.artPaintingMaskOffset[0]*Math.sin(detec
tState.ry); // normalized x position 
  const yn = detectState.y*0.5 + 0.5+s*SETTINGS.artPaintingMaskOffset[1]; 
  const sxn = s * SETTINGS.artPaintingMaskScale[0]; 
  const syn = s * SETTINGS.artPaintingMaskScale[1]; 
 
  GL.useProgram(SHPS.cropUserFace.program); 
  GL.framebufferTexture2D(GL.FRAMEBUFFER, GL.COLOR_ATTACHMENT0, GL.TEXTURE_2D, USERCROP
.potFaceCutTexture, 0); 
  GL.uniform2f(SHPS.cropUserFace.offset, xn, yn); 
  GL.uniform2f(SHPS.cropUserFace.scale, sxn, syn); 
  GL.uniformMatrix2fv(SHPS.cropUserFace.videoTransformMat2, false, FFSPECS.videoTransfo
rmMat2); 
  GL.viewport(0, 0, SETTINGS.faceRenderSizePx, SETTINGS.faceRenderSizePx); 
  GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, FFSPECS.videoTexture); 
  GL.drawElements(GL.TRIANGLES, 3, GL.UNSIGNED_SHORT, 0); 
   
 
  // shrink the userface to a SETTINGS.hueTextureSizePx texture: 
  GL.useProgram(SHPS.copy.program); 
  GL.framebufferTexture2D(GL.FRAMEBUFFER, GL.COLOR_ATTACHMENT0, GL.TEXTURE_2D, USERCROP
.hueTexture, 0); 
  GL.viewport(0, 0, SETTINGS.hueTextureSizePx, SETTINGS.hueTextureSizePx); 
  GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, USERCROP.potFaceCutTexture); 
  GL.generateMipmap(GL.TEXTURE_2D); 
  GL.drawElements(GL.TRIANGLES, 3, GL.UNSIGNED_SHORT, 0); 
   
 
  // final rendering including light correction: 
  GL.bindFramebuffer(GLDRAWTARGET, null); 
  GL.useProgram(SHPS.render.program); 
  GL.uniform2f(SHPS.render.offset, xn, yn); 
  GL.uniform2f(SHPS.render.scale, sxn, syn); 
  GL.uniformMatrix2fv(SHPS.render.videoTransformMat2, false, FFSPECS.videoTransformMat2
); 
  GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, FFSPECS.videoTexture); 
  GL.activeTexture(GL.TEXTURE1); 
  GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, ARTPAINTING.hueTexture); 
  //GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, ARTPAINTING.potFaceCutTexture); //KILL 
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  GL.activeTexture(GL.TEXTURE2); 
  GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, USERCROP.hueTexture); 
  GL.activeTexture(GL.TEXTURE0); 
  GL.viewport(0,SETTINGS.videoDetectSizePx-
USERCROP.faceCutDims[1],USERCROP.faceCutDims[0], USERCROP.faceCutDims[1]); 
  GL.drawElements(GL.TRIANGLES, 3, GL.UNSIGNED_SHORT, 0); 
 
  if (SETTINGS.debugArtPaintingPotFaceCutTexture){ 
    GL.useProgram(SHPS.copy.program); 
    GL.bindTexture(GL.TEXTURE_2D, ARTPAINTING.potFaceCutTexture); 
    GL.drawElements(GL.TRIANGLES, 3, GL.UNSIGNED_SHORT, 0); 
  } 
}//end draw_render() 
 
function callbackTrack(detectState){ 
  switch(STATE) { 
    case STATES.DETECTARTPAINTINGFACE: 
      if(detectState.detected > SETTINGS.detectArtPaintingThreshold){ 
        if (++ARTPAINTING.detectCounter>SETTINGS.nDetectsArtPainting){ 
          const round = function(n) { return Math.round(n*1e5)/1e5; } 
          console.log('FACE DETECTED IN THE BASE PICTURE. detectState = '+JSON.stringif
y({ 
            x:  round(detectState.x), 
            y:  round(detectState.y), 
            s:  round(detectState.s), 
            ry: round(detectState.ry) 
          }).replace(/"/g, '')); 
          STATE = STATES.BUSY; 
          build_artPaintingMask(detectState, reset_toVideo); 
          return; 
        } 
      } 
      draw_search(detectState); 
      break; 
 
    case STATES.ARTPAINTINGFACEDETECTPROVIDED: 
      STATE = STATES.BUSY; 
      build_artPaintingMask(ARTPAINTING.detectedState, reset_toVideo); 
      break; 
 
    case STATES.DETECTUSERFACE: 
      if (ISUSERFACEDETECTED && detectState.detected<SETTINGS.detectionThreshold-
SETTINGS.detectionHysteresis){ 
        // DETECTION LOST 
        ISUSERFACEDETECTED = false; 
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        FFSPECS.canvasElement.classList.remove('canvasDetected'); 
        FFSPECS.canvasElement.classList.add('canvasNotDetected'); 
      } else if (!ISUSERFACEDETECTED && detectState.detected>SETTINGS.detectionThreshol
d+SETTINGS.detectionHysteresis){ 
        // FACE DETECTED 
        ISUSERFACEDETECTED = true; 
        FFSPECS.canvasElement.classList.remove('canvasNotDetected'); 
        FFSPECS.canvasElement.classList.add('canvasDetected'); 
      } 
 
      if (ISUSERFACEDETECTED){ 
        draw_render(detectState); 
      } else { 
        draw_search(detectState); 
      } 
 
      break; 
  } //end switch(STATE) 
} //end callbackTrack 
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APPENDIX 3: QUESTIONNAIRES USED IN STUDY 

Demographic and Checks 

 

Embodiment Questionnaire
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Engagement Self-Reports 
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